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Stop! Read me!
1. What does this EMCdownload publication include?
This EMCdownload publication includes two separate PDFs.

– A PDF called ‘OMM_Print’.
This PDF includes the activities in a print-friendly form. The A4
printable activity pages look like this:

– A PDF called ‘OMM_Screen’, with audio clips embedded.
This second PDF includes six audio readings, two songs and a
slideshow of contemporary images.

2. How do I play the audio clips?
First make sure you have saved the file to your desktop.
To play the audio clips you need to open the file in Adobe Reader 9 or above. NB: The files will not display
or play if you open the PDF in Adobe Reader 8 or below. You can download this free application by
clicking here.
Follow the instructions to install the latest version of the Adobe Reader program. Once it is installed and
you have agreed the license, open the program.
Go to ‘File – Open’ and navigate your way to the PDF you have downloaded: ‘OMM_Screen’.
Move your cursor onto the image. Click and the audio clip will begin to play within the page.
To play the audio clips to a class you will need a computer, data projector and screen.

3. How do I stop the audio clips playing?
Either move to another page in the PDF or click the Play/Pause button on the control panel.
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Teachers’ Notes
There is a lot of classroom material available on Of Mice and Men – it is a text that is much loved and
much taught. EMC’s popular print publication on the novel is still available and is also now being sold on
EMCDownload as a PDF. It does the job of taking students through all the key aspects of the text, with
before, during and after reading approaches that structure the teaching.
This publication is an additional resource, designed to refresh and supplement existing EMC and other
published material and offer sparky new approaches to the text. Some are intended as ‘stretch and
challenge’ for more able groups and students, giving them the chance to reach the highest grades and
sharpening their literary understanding in preparation for A Level. Others are simply fun ways of finding out
about the context and relating it closely to the text, getting to know the text itself better, clarifying ideas
about language, structure and form, preparing for exams, or sharpening up drama activities so that they
really pay their way.
The ten activities don’t provide a ‘scheme of work’, taking you through the reading but instead should
give you some brand new approaches that really engage students and develop their thinking.
The two songs from the period, Woody Guthrie’s ‘Brother Can you Spare a Dime’
and ‘Yip’ Harburg and Jay Gorney’s ‘I Ain’t Got No Home’, performed by musician
Guy Tortora, give a flavour of the times and the context for the novel. ‘I Ain’t Got No
Home’ also comes with a slideshow of images.
There are also six readings of key passages from the novel by Guy Tortora, which
may offer a way of sharing the novel in class, with a Californian American voice doing
the reading.
The songs and the readings are provided as embedded audio clips in the file ‘OMM_
Screen’.

7, 8 and 9 – 3 activities on style (Pages 28-34)
We recommend that you do either activities 6 and 8, or 6 and 7, but not 7 and 8 or all three. Once you’ve
done 7 or 8, the other becomes difficult to do, as the students will have knowledge of The Red Pony that
invalidates the task.

Notes on specific activities
5. Language, structure and form – The 5 point, 5 minute challenge
This activity is designed to get students thinking quickly, on their feet, as they may have to do in an exam.
It can be adapted to make it a quicker activity (3, 3, 3) depending on how many points you want them
to come up with. Equally nearer the exam, as revision and preparation, you could adapt it to 5, 3, 5 – in
other words 5 points, in 3 minutes, explained in 5 minutes to another pair.
To help you with your lesson planning, here’s how long it should take:
5 mins coming up with the points
+ 2x 5 mins telling another pair
+ 2 x 5 mins telling a different pair = 25 mins
+ 2 or 3 pairs tell the whole class about their points = 35 – 40 minutes
+ whole class debrief and feedback, if there’s time = 60 minutes.
You could do it with the clock ticking, to add a game-like quality.
Some of the cards are more challenging than others. For instance, the 5 points on biblical language may
be harder than the one on character oppositions. You could differentiate by giving more challenging cards
to more able pupils.
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7. Ex Libris
For this activity, you will need to cut up A4 paper into eight, so that each pair or three has a single small
piece of paper. On one piece you will need to write this sentence, which is the opening of The Red Pony
by John Steinbeck. Make sure the students don’t see it.

At daybreak Billy Buck emerged from the bunkhouse and stood for a moment on the porch looking up
at the sky.
•

First ask students to briefly remind themselves of key features of Steinbeck’s style. You can send
them back into the book to find these qualities. Share these as a class.

•

Next tell them that in their pairs or groups they’re going to try to write the first sentence of another
novel by Steinbeck and try to persuade each other that theirs is the real thing. Give them the brief
description of the novel on the student sheet. They’ll need to do it quietly enough that other groups
don’t get to hear what they’re planning. They should try to include some of the features that are
typical of Steinbeck’s style and can go back into the book to find typical vocabulary or ways of saying
things. At the end, the class will vote on which they think is the real Steinbeck and the winning group
will be the one that gets the most votes. One point is given for each vote and one point if you got the
right Steinbeck sentence.

•

When they’ve written something they think might convince others that it was written by Steinbeck,
they write it legibly on their piece of paper, fold it once only and hand it to you.

•

When you’ve collected all the first sentences, number each one and read them out once, including
the Steinbeck quotation as one of them. As you’re reading, ask students to be thinking about which
one they think is the real Steinbeck opening.

•

Read them aloud a second time, this time telling students that they’ll be choosing one only to vote
for, after the second reading.

•

Get the students to raise their hands and vote for each sentence in turn. Record how many votes
each sentence got. Tell the class which is the real quotation, work out which is the winning group and
give them lots of applause.

Debrief by deciding why that group’s sentence really did sound like Steinbeck’s writing.

8. The writer’s style – which are by Steinbeck?
The extracts are:
1.		That Old Ace in the Hole, Annie Proulx
2. The Grapes of Wrath, John Steinbeck
3. The Ballad of the Sad Café, Carson McCullers
4. The Red Pony, John Steinbeck
5. Let the Great World Spin, Colum McCann
Here are some of the things students might notice in deciding which of the passages is by Steinbeck:
That Old Ace in the Hole
– Name – could be like Steinbeck. The name tells you something about him.
– Same focus on the landscape as Steinbeck.
– Also lots of detail of place, local vocabulary (‘panhandle’), like Steinbeck.
BUT
– More elaborate vocabulary – more polysyllabic words. More sprinkled with metaphorical language
for example, ‘the broad face of a cat’, ‘roaring Spring morning’, ‘spiced with’.
– More information given about the character that goes beyond what he shows about himself right
there and then, from the way he looks and the way he acts.
– More complex sentences, rather than compound or simple ones.
– Humour – the name of the character, the final sentence.
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The Grapes of Wrath
–
–
–
–
–
–

Broad panoramic vision of the land, such as one finds in the opening of Of Mice and Men.
Very visual, almost filmic.
Biblical tone.
Repetition of words and phrases.
Quite simple words, often monosyllabic, focusing on ‘things’ – concrete rather than abstract.
Very little commentary on what the reader should be thinking or feeling – the description speaks for
itself.
– Repetition of sentence structures.
– Lots of compound sentences joined by ‘and’.
– A few strong metaphors, such as the grass as a ‘bayonet’ – some kind of war, nature against
itself?
The Red Pony
–
–
–
–
–

Characteristic settings – rural America, the ranch house.
Specific, detailed vocabulary of ranch life that one finds in Of Mice and Men.
Character names that are suggestive of their working role, or nature.
Visual detail, almost filmic in quality.
Lots of description of the physical appearance of the character, using this to create a sense of
them.
– The character is shown by his actions, even small ones like clearing your nose, rather than by
saying what he’s like explicitly in the narrative voice.
– Lots of use of the connective ‘and’. Compound sentences and simple sentences used more than
complex ones.
Let the Great World Spin
– Visual picture and focus on a place and a scene.
BUT
–
–
–
–

Different context to Steinbeck – New York, urban East Coast.
Different time – gangs of kids, cop cars, tenements.
1st person narrative voice.
Unusual imagery that draws attention to itself for example, sunset like ‘muscle’, ‘nightlands of
America’, ‘a westward-ho’.
– Use of elaborate, difficult vocabulary – ‘striated’.
– Few compound sentences. Lots of short, simple sentences and minor sentences for example,
‘Arson.’
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1. Context and Quotations from the Opening of the Novel
1.

Match each of these quotations from the opening of the novel to one of the images provided.

2.

Justify your choice, drawing on the quotations to explain. For instance,

Here Steinbeck seems to be suggesting that….The
image shows….

Or

I chose this image because it has the same mood of ……
as the quotation

Or

This image gives us an idea of what it must have been
like to be the character speaking in this quotation.

1

‘A few miles south of Soledad, the Salinas River drops in close to
the hillside bank and runs deep and green. The water is warm too, for
it has slipped twinkling over the yellow sands in the sunlight before
reaching the narrow pool. On one side of the river the golden foothill
slopes curve up to the strong and rocky Gabilan mountains, but on the
valley side the water is lined with trees – willows fresh and green with
every spring, carrying in their lower leaf junctures the debris of the
winter’s flooding; and the sycamores with mottled, white, recumbent
limbs and branches that arch over the the pool.’ (Pg 1)

2

‘Guys like us, that work on ranches, are the loneliest guys in the
world. They got no family. They don’t belong no place. They come to
a ranch an’ work up a stake and then they go inta town and blow their
stake, and the first thing you know they’re poundin’ their tail on some
other ranch. They aint got nothing to look ahead to.’ (Pg 15)

3

‘Someday – we’re gonna get the jack together and we’re gonna have
a little house and a couple of acres an’ a cow and some pigs and –‘
‘An’ live off the fatta the lan’,’ Lennie shouted. (Pg 16)
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‘You can have them two beds there,’ he said, indicating two bunks
near the stove.

4

George stepped over and threw his blankets down on the burlap
sack of straw that was a mattress. He looked into his box shelf and then
picked a small yellow can from it. ‘Say. What the hell’s this?’
‘I don’t know,’ said the old man.
‘Says ‘positively kills lice, roaches and other scourges.’ What
the hell kind of bed you giving us, anyways. We don’t want no pants
rabbits.’ (Pg 20)

‘….Ya see the stable buck’s a nigger.’

5

6

7
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‘Nigger, huh?’
‘Yeah. Nice fella too. Got a crooked back where a horse kicked him.
The boss gives him hell when he’s mad. But the stable buck don’t give a
damn about that . He reads a lot. Got books in his room.’ (Pg 22)

The boss stepped into the room with the short, quick steps of a
fat-legged man. ‘I wrote Murray and Ready I wanted two men this
morning. You got your work slips?’ George reached into his pocket and
produced the slips and handed them to the boss. ‘It wasn’t Murray and
Ready’s fault. Says right here on the slip that you was to be here for
work this morning.’ (Pg 23)

George looked down at his feet. ‘Bus driver give us a bum steer,’ he
said. ‘We hadda walk ten miles. Says we was here when we wasn’t. We
couldn’t get no rides in the morning.’
The boss squinted his eyes. ‘Well, I had to send out the grain teams
short two buckers. Won’t do any good to go out now till after dinner.’
He pulled his time book out of his pocket and opened it where a pencil
was stuck between the leaves.’ (Pg 23)
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